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what is active recall?what is active recall?
Let's start with what its not:

- passively reading notes

- highlighting notes

- rewriting notes

 

Active recall is an efficient form of studying that actively

stimulates the memory whilst learning. 

 

It contrasts with passive review, in which the learning

material is processed passively. 



flashcardsflashcards
great example of howgreat example of how

to incorporate activeto incorporate active

recall into studyingrecall into studying  



what is spacedwhat is spaced

repetition?repetition?



Newly introduced and more difficult

information is shown more frequently,

while older and less difficult

information is shown less frequently in

order to exploit the psychological

spacing effect.

 

This method leads to long-term retention

which is what we should aim for in our

learning. 

 

How would you go about using spaced

repetition?

- some people use excel sheets to track

subjects they are studying

 



how do ihow do i

incorporate both ofincorporate both of

these techniquesthese techniques

into my studying?into my studying?



ANKIANKI
Anki is a free and open-source flashcard program using spaced repetition, a technique for fast

and long-lasting memorization. 

What I do is make flashcards and organise them according to my study units. As I go through the

year I do the cards of specific lectures I would be attending. 

You can download it on their website and there are numerous videos on youtube that explain

how to use the various settings. 

I'm going to give a brief overview. 



StandardStandard

dashboarddashboard

Cards are split into decks - you can

organise them however you like 

 

There are two columns: due and new.

These will each have numbers

representing the new cards for the

day and the due cards for the day. The

new cards are ones that have never

been studied before and the due ones

are the ones you must complete that

day. The due are determined by how

well you knew the card when you

were studying it. 



my dashboardmy dashboard

One master deck divided into sub-decks - facilitates my studying as i

only click "My decks" and i will be able to do all my cards 

 

I have an add on at the bottom that allows me to see my progress

everyday.



making a cardmaking a card



change type of cardchange type of card

change deckchange deck

add tags to findadd tags to find

them easier laterthem easier later

back ofback of

flashcardflashcard

front offront of

flashcardflashcard



types of cards i use:types of cards i use:

cloze deletioncloze deletion image occlusionimage occlusion



learninglearning

the cardsthe cards

part ofpart of

card tocard to

recallrecall

number of duenumber of due

and new leftand new left
Pressing the space bar will

reveal the answer to the card



click the different

buttons according to

how well the answer

was recalled

ankianki

incorporatesincorporates

spacedspaced

repetition intorepetition into

your studyingyour studying

for youfor you



my testimonialmy testimonial
As a first year medical student, ANKI helped me a lot with all the

memory work  I had to do for my exams. I truly believe that the

lectures and topics I studied using ANKI were the ones I did the best in

and knew with the most detail. After seeing how ANKI facilitated my

studying and my growing knowledge expressed in my exam results, I

will always recommend this programme for anyone that wants to try

active recall.



ThankThankThank
you!you!you!


